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Introduction
Tired of bony bitches whose backsides bust up against you every time you slide your dick deep into
their fuck-slots? These Babes have got Bubble Butts Galore and that means when you get behind them
they have a whole lot more cushion for you to be pushin' as you pump them out for all they're worth!

Adult Review
There are plenty of reasons why guys like sluts with big asses.  Number one is because they're easy to hold onto when you're
slamming her twat as hard as you can from the backside.  And number two is that it provides a nice piece of cushion when
she's straddling your cock and riding you like a whore who's sexually obsessed.  Bubble Butts Galore is a showcase of 78
episodes that feature this exact kind of big butt sex, and also a whole lot more!
  
  You'll find it impossible not to fall head over heels in lust with Savannah Stern, a bubbly brunette with a thick bubble butt
and perky tits that are just slightly more than a handful.  She knows that her booty is one of her main points of attraction, and
seeing her shimmy and shake it while she walks is too much of a tease for her lucky stud co-star to take.  So that's why he
quickly throws her down onto the bed and pounds her bum into next week with handfuls of hips and hair before pulling out
and unleashing a flood of cum on her puckered lips and chin!
  
  This movie and most of the others can be downloaded in WMV format in up to 1068 x 600 resolution, which is as close to
HD as possible without actually being called it.  A total of five different resolutions are available making this porn site
compatible with everyone's PC setup.  All Bubble Butts Galore movies can also be streamed in either WMV or a flash-based
format,  but since no video is protected by DRM you might as well download everything you like.
  
  Picture galleries also accompany every Bubble Butts Galore update, with generally between 200 and 300 pictures each.  The
size of each photo is a bit smaller than you'd hope, since most other similar hardcore sex sites offer photos in resolutions
higher than 800 x 533.  But the galleries are fully downloadable via convenient Zip files, and every single picture is nicely
framed and does a great job of showing off the slut's big round rump. 
  
  Unfortunately you may have to wait a long while before a new update is added.  Updates have been happening about once a
month, but at press time it's been almost two full months in between with nothing new added.  There are no scenes listed in
the upcoming area either, so you'll just have to hold on tight and hope another Bubble Butts Galore update hits you real soon.
  
  In the meantime, it's a real good thing that full members are also entitled to access the members area of over a dozen extra
porn sites that happen to feature exclusive pics and videos and are still regularly updating.  You can check out the full list of
Included Sites right next to this review, and once you do you'll no doubt feel that Bubble Butts Galore is worth a serious look!
  

Porn Summary
Whoever says they only like skinny chicks has never had the privilege of banging a broad with a big heart shaped booty. 
Bubble Butts Galore shows you how to make the most with this extra bit of padding!

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'It's about the ass not about anal. Big booty juicy Babes getting banged hard!'
Quality: 86  Updates: 84 Exclusive: 86 Interface: 83
Support: 88 Unique: 83    Taste: 85        Final: 84
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